New Acquisitions for August 2022

**JC323 .S53 2020**
Publisher info: Manchester : Manchester University Press, 2020
Subject: Boundaries.
Subject: Freedom of movement.
Subject: Migration, Internal.
Subject: Refugees – Legal status, law, ect.
Series: Critical powers

**K3171 .B429 2022**
Title: Faith, force, and reason : an armchair history of the rule of law / [by] David M. Beatty.
Publisher info: Toronto ; Buffalo ; London : University of Toronto Press, [2022]
Subject: Rule of law – History.
Subject: Rule of law
Subject: Rule of law – Middle East
Subject: Rule of law – Europe
**KE352 .B46 2021**

**Title:** Bennett on lawyering / by Frank Bennett.  
**Publisher info:** Toronto, Ontario : Thomson Reuters Canada, [2021]  
**Subject:** Practice of law – Ontario.  
**Subject:** Law – Ontario.  
**Subject:** Attorney and client.  
**Subject:** Technology and law.

---

**KE3702 .M35 2019**

**Title:** Food law and policy in Canada / [edited by] Heather McLeod-Kilmurray, Angela Lee, and Nathalie Chaliflour.  
**Publisher info:** Toronto : Thomson Reuters, [2019]  
**Subject:** Food law and legislation – Canada.  
**Subject:** Nutrition policy – Canada.
Title: Canadians resident abroad / by Garry R. Duncan.
Publisher info: Toronto, Ontario : Thomson Reuters, [2021]
Edition: 23rd edition
Subject: Noncitizens – Taxation – Law and legislation – Canada.
Subject: Noncitizens – Taxation – Canada.
Subject: Taxation – Law and legislation – Canada.
Subject: Income tax – Canada – Foreign income.

Publisher info: Vancouver, BC : UBC Press, [2022]
Subject: Canada Canadian Army.
Subject: Courts-material and courts of inquiry – Canada – History – 20th century.
Series: Studies in Canadian military history
**KE8522 .S8 L53 2021**

**Title:** Handling summary conviction offences : 2022 / [by] Daniel R. Libman & The Honourable Justice Rick Libman.

**Publisher info:** Toronto, Ontario : Thomson Reuters, [2021]

*Edition: 2022 edition*

**Subject:** Summary judgements – Canada.
**Subject:** Judgments – Canada.

---

**KE8809 .F44 2022**

**Title:** Constitutionalizing criminal law / [by] Colton Fehr.

**Publisher info:** Vancouver, BC : UBC Press, [2022]

**Subject:** Criminal law – Canada – Interpretation and construction.
**Subject:** Constitutional law – Canada.
Title: Interviewing skills for legal professionals / [by] Douglas Cochran.  
Publisher: Toronto, ON : Emond Montgomery Publications Limited, [2022])  
Edition: 3rd edition  
Subject: Interviewing in law practice – Canada.  
Subject: Attorney and client – Canada.  
Subject: Confidential communications – Lawyers – Canada.  
Location: Course Reserves

Title: Fundamentals of Canadian competition law / James B. Musgrove, editor ; Joshua Chad, assistant editor ; Janine MacNeil, assistant editor ; Michael Osborne, assistant editor.  
Publisher: Toronto, Ontario : Thomson Reuters, [2022]  
Subject: Canada Competition Act.  
Subject: Restraint of trade – Canada.  
Subject: Competition, Unfair – Canada.  
Subject: Antitrust law – Canada.  
Location: Course Reserves
**Administrative law in Canada**

*Title:* Administrative law in Canada / [by] Sara Blake.
*Publisher:* Toronto, Ontario : LexisNexis Canada Inc., 2022
*Edition:* 7th edition
*Subject:* Administrative law – Canada.
*Subject:* Administrative procedure – Canada.
*Subject:* Administrative courts – Canada.
*Subject:* Judicial review of administrative acts – Canada.
*Location:* Course Reserves

**Canadian federal courts practice, 2022**

*Title:* Canadian federal courts practice, 2022 = Pratique devant les Cours fédérales, 2022 / [by] Roger T. Hughes, Arthur Renaud, Trent Horne.
*Publisher:* Markham, Ont : LesixNexis Canada, 2022
*Subject:* Court rules – Canada.
*Subject:* Emigration and immigration law – Canada.
*Subject:* Règles de pratique -- Canada
*Subject:* Émigration et immigration -- Droit -- Canada
*Subject:* Emigration and immigration law
*Location:* Course Reserves
Title: Bennett on receiverships / by Frank Bennett.
Publisher: Toronto, Canada : Thomson Reuters, [2021]
Subject: Receivers – Canada.
Subject: Receivership – Canada.
Location: Course Reserves

Title: The practical guide to evidence and proof in criminal cases / [by] Roger E Salhany, Edward W Claxton.
Publisher: Toronto, ON : Emond Montgomery Publications Limited, 2022
Edition: 9th edition
Subject: Evidence, Criminal – Canada.
Subject: State’s evidence – Canada.
Location: Course Reserves
Title: Conduct of lien, trust and adjudication proceedings, 2021 / [by] Duncan W. Glaholt.
Publisher: Toronto, Ontario : Thomson Reuters Canada, [2021]
Subject: Mechanics’ liens – Ontario.
Subject: Actions and defenses – Ontario.
Subject: Civil procedure – Ontario.
Subject: Trusts and trustees – Ontario.
Location: Course Reserves

Title: Tribunal practice and procedure / [by]
Publisher: Toronto, ON : Emond Montgomery Publications Limited, 2022
Edition: 2nd edition
Subject: Administrative courts – Ontario.
Subject: Administrative courts – Ontario – Rules and practice – Problems, exercises, etc.
Subject: Administrative procedure – Ontario – Problems, exercises, etc.
Location: Course Reserves
Title: Glanville Williams: learning the law / by Glanville Williams, edited by A.T.M. Smith.  
*Edition: Seventeenth edition*  
Subject: Law – Study and teaching – Great Britain.  
Subject: Law students – England – Handbooks, manuals, etc.  
*Location: Course Reserves*  

Title: Lewin on trusts / by Lynton Tucker, Nicholas Le Poidevin, and James Brightwell.  
Publisher: London : Sweet & Maxwell/Thomson Reuters, [2020]  
Subject: Trust and trustees – Great Britain – Cases.  
Subject: Trusts and trustees – Wales.  
*Series: Trusts, wills and probate library.*  
*Location: Course Reserves*
**KD1574 .G84 2021**

*Title:* Guest on the law of assignment / [by] Ying Khai Liew.  
*Subject:* Assignments (Law) – England.  
*Subject:* Assignments (Law) – Wales.  
*Location:* Course Reserve

**KD1596 .P44 2022**

*Title:* Frustration and force majeure / [by] Edwin Peel.  
*Publisher:* London : Thomson Reuters, trading as Sweet & Maxwell, 2022.  
*Subject:* Impossibility of performance – Great Britain.  
*Subject:* Discharge of contracts – Great Britain.  
*Subject:* Vis major (Civil law) – Great Britain.  
*Location:* Course Reserve
Title: Phipson on evidence / [edited by] Hodge M. Malek.
Publisher: London : Sweet & Maxwell, 2022.
Subject: Evidence (Law) – Great Britain.
Subject: Evidence (Law) – Great Britain – Cases.
Series: Common law library.
Location: Course Reserves

Title: Criminal law / [by] Jonathan Herring.
Publisher: Oxford, United Kingdom : Oxford University Press, [2020]
Subject: Criminal law – Great Britain – Examinations – Study guides.
Series: Concentrate.
Location: Course Reserves
Title: Canadian intellectual property law : cases and materials / [by] Greg Hagen, Cameron Hutchison, Graham J. Reynolds, Teresa Scassa, Margaret Ann Wilkinson, and Teshager Dagne.
Publisher: Toronto, ON : Emond Montgomery Publications Limited, [2022]
Subject: Intellectual property – Canada.
Subject: Intellectual property – Canada – Cases.
Location: Course Reserves.

Title: Legal opinions in commercial transactions / [by] Wilfred M. Estey.
Subject: Commercial law – Canada.
Subject: Electronic commerce – Law and legislation – Canada.
Subject: Advisory opinions – Canada.
Location: Course Reserves.
Title: Canadian constitutional law / [edited by] Carissima Mathen and Patrick Macklem.
Publisher: Toronto, Canada : Emond Publishing, [2022]
Subject: Constitutional law – Canada.
Subject: Constitutional law – Canada – Cases.
Location: Course Reserves

Title: Environmental class actions in Canada / [by] André Durocher.
Publisher: Toronto : Thomson Reuters, [2021]
Subject: Environmental law – Canada.
Subject: Environmental impact statements – Law and legislation – Canada.
Subject: Class actions (Civil procedure) – Canada.
Subject: Class actions (Civil procedure) – Canada – Cases.
KE5759 .F54 2020
Title: CFE tax : a guide to understanding the basics of Canadian income taxation / [by] Jason Fleming.
Subject: Canada Income Tax Act
Subject: Income tax – Law and legislation – Canada.
Subject: Income tax – Law and legislation – Canada – Study guides.
Subject: Taxation – Law and legislation – Canada.

K3240 .C4735 2020
Title: How constitutional rights matter / [by] Adam Chilton, Mila Versteeg.
Publisher: New York, NY : Oxford University Press, [2020]
Subject: Civil rights.
Subject: Civil rights – Interpretation and construction.
Subject: Constitutional law.
Screening out: HIV testing and the Canadian immigration experience / [by] Laura Bisaillon.

Publisher: Vancouver ; Toronto : UBC Press, 2022.
Subject: AIDS (Disease) -- Law and legislation -- Canada
Subject: HIV-positive persons -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- Canada.
Subject: Immigrants -- Medical examinations -- Canada.
Subject: Discrimination in medical care -- Canada.
Subject: Emigration and immigration law -- Canada.


Publisher: Toronto, Ontario : Thomson Reuters Canada, [2021]
Subject: Canada -- Canada Labour Code.
Subject: Industrial safety -- Law and legislation -- Canada.
Subject: Industrial hygiene -- Law and legislation -- Canada.
**Title:** International legal research in a nutshell / [by] Marci B. Hoffman.
**Publisher:** St. Paul, MN : West Academic Publishing, [2021]
**Edition:** Third edition.
**Subject:** International law – Legal research.
**Subject:** Legal research.
**Subject:** International law.

---

**Title:** Child victims in Canada's justice system / [by] Loree Armstrong Beniuk, Jo-Anne Hughes, and Jack Reynolds.
**Publisher:** Toronto, Ontario : Irwin Law Inc, 2021.
**Subject:** Child sexual abuse – Law and legislation – Canada.
**Subject:** Child abuse – Law and legislation – Canada.
**Subject:** Sexually abused children – Legal status, laws, etc. – Canada.
**Subject:** Justice, Administration of – Canada.